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Abstract. In the sociology of small- to mid-sized (O(100) collaborators) experiments the issue of data collection and storage is sometimes felt as a residual problem for which well-established solutions are known. Still, the DAQ system can be one of the few forces that drive towards the integration of otherwise loosely coupled detector systems. As such it may be hard to complete with off-the-shelf components only.

LabVIEW and ROOT are the (only) two software systems that were assumed to be familiar enough to all collaborators of the AEgIS (AD6) experiment at CERN: working out of the GXML representation of LabVIEW Data types, a semantically equivalent representation as ROOT TTrees was developed for permanent storage and analysis. All data in the experiment is cast into this common format and can be produced and consumed on both systems and transferred over TCP and/or multicast over UDP for immediate sharing over the experiment LAN. We describe the setup that has been able to cater to all run data logging and long term monitoring needs of the AEgIS experiment so far.

1. Introduction

The AEgIS (AD6) experiment is set up at the Antiproton Decelerator (AD) Facility at CERN with the purpose of directly studying the free fall of antimatter in the Earth’s gravitational field [1]. The physics process employed to produce and steer the excited antihydrogen atoms needed for the gravity measurement is briefly illustrated in Figure 1. One can see that the process calls for the interaction of various, diverse fields of expertise from various collaborating groups.

Figure 1. Process used in the AEgIS experiment for the creation of excited $\tilde{H}$ atoms by resonant charge exchange with excited positronium [1]. The produced $\tilde{H}$ is then accelerated towards a classical Moiré interferometer for direct gravity measurement [2]. Twenty groups bring to the collaboration the needed expertise in the specialised fields of laser technology, positronium production, atomic beam interferometry, plasma steering, etc.

Turning to the computing side of the experiment, the main challenge is not in the size or rate of data to be acquired\(^1\), but rather in the lack of common technology familiar to the entire

\(^1\) As detectors and other components were added to the experimental setup the raw data stored in each active 108-second beam cycle increased from an average of 4 MB compressed in 2012 (400k data atoms as defined in Section 2, or 3.7k atoms/s with average uncompressed payload size of 8.2 bytes) to an average of 29 MB compressed 2016 (1.3M data atoms, 12k atoms/s with average uncompressed data payload size of 71.0 bytes) in 2016. The compressed size of the full 2016 raw dataset is 534 GB.
collaboration: groups accustomed to running small test-stands tend to run various versions of LabVIEW™, saving data in local files of disparate formats; collaborators with data analysis experience at CERN tend to be trained in the use of the ROOT [3] analysis framework and the related forms of data object compressed storage; the integrated DAQ and data storage package most commonly used by the antimatter experiment community (and inherited by collaborators who are ‘native’ to the field) seems to be MIDAS [4]. The first effort was therefore spent in reducing the technology palette to a minimal set that would gain the confidence of most, if not all, collaborators.

We started by putting together a test stand based on MIDAS. We quickly realised that the most noticeable shortcoming of MIDAS was neither code obsolescence nor lack of maintenance or support, but rather the fact that the package comes as a tightly integrated system. Developing new components that fit and morph into the existing MIDAS interfaces is a complex task, but it is required in case part of the needed functionality (front-end module support, storage data[base] format, access tools) is not found in the integrated package.

We then focused on identifying and designing a small set of simple building blocks built only around ROOT and LabVIEW™, providing the needed data acquisition, logging and access functions. The prototype data object was chosen to be a generic LabVIEW Cluster, including a unique name and a common format timestamp. The long-term storage technology was chosen to be ROOT TTrees. In the coming sections we describe in more detail this “AEgIS data atom”, the chosen serialisation format for network transfer and the related software libraries.

2. The AEgIS data atom and its serialisation

One data object whose expressiveness is well understood by many people in the collaboration is the LabVIEW™ Cluster. We therefore chose to limit the allowable numeric formats to what LabVIEW™ can use and to model structured data types around the LabVIEW™ Array and Cluster types. Two additional requirements were imposed:

(i) that all data that circulate in the DAQ system be identified by a unique name (string) and include a common format timestamp (see Table 1 for details).

(ii) that the recursiveness in data Cluster definitions be limited to what can be unwound into human-readable ROOT TTree definitions. The final data format for long-term storage can be thought of as a ROOT TTree translation of a LabVIEW™ cluster. In short, we allow clusters to contain arrays of scalar values, but we do not allow arrays of clusters or clusters containing other clusters.

This leads to the definition of the AEgIS data atom shown in Table 1. It represents all data objects handled by the DAQ for both apparatus monitoring and physics data.

The issue of serialising data atoms for network transfer was addressed by scouting various options available within the LabVIEW™ software library. We looked for a format with no proprietary data content in order to preserve the interoperability with non-LabVIEW™ components. A text format was perceived as acceptable in the foreseen data throughput scale, so we examined the default "Flatten to/Unflatten from XML" functions, but passed on them as the produced XML code was too verbose. We then settled on the GXML [5] reference library, that provided a reasonable balance between expressiveness and verbosity. An example of the GXML representation of a data atom with a cluster data payload is found in Figure 2. The main advantage of relying on a reference library provided by National Instruments is a guarantee that any internal component needed to unwind and serialise (“flatten” in LabVIEW™ jargon) data

---

2 A LabVIEW™ Array is a collection of data of identical type, while a Cluster is a collection of data of different types, similar to a C language struct.

3 The LabVIEW™ JSON helpers were still to come at the time (circa 2011) when the AEgIS DAQ was being designed.
Name | Alphanumeric String containing a (possibly hierarchical) unique name for the data atom. The format of the data associated with a given name should not be changed.

Timestamp | Instant when the data was acquired, in three formats: 1) character string, parsable by `strptime(3)`; 2) `struct timespec` containing time since the UNIX epoch; 3) 64-bit unsigned integer with RF clock count, if applicable.

Data | Instance of a scalar, vector or structured (cluster) data type, compatible with LabVIEW™ types, and their conversion into ROOT TTree.

Table 1. Structure of the AEgIS data atom, representing all DAQ data objects.

```xml
<XML_Root>
  <Name type='String'>a_test_cluster</Name>
  <Timestamp mems='4'>
    <str type='String'>16:18:09.220036 09/20/2016</str>
    <tv_sec type='U64'>1474381089</tv_sec>
    <tv_nsec type='U32'>220036174</tv_nsec>
    <Clock type='U64'>7856432</Clock>
  </Timestamp>
  <Data mems='3'>
    <double_val type='DBL'>1.2344999999999999307</double_val>
    <int_val type='I32'>12345</int_val>
    <float_array dim='[3]' type='SGL'>
      <v>1.1</v><v>2.2</v><v>3.3</v>
    </float_array>
  </Data>
</XML_Root>
```

Figure 2. Example of GXML serialisation of an AEgIS data atom containing a cluster of two numeric scalar values and one numeric array.

objects will be maintained and upgraded. The NI-supplied GXML helpers were supplemented with a (C++) library to code, decode, transfer, translate GXML on other platforms. They were also integrated into higher level LabVIEW™ Virtual Instruments (VIs). Both developments are described in the following sections.

3. C++ library and tools
All DAQ components and processes that are not run by LabVIEW™ create data atoms as instances of the `LVTCusterData` C++ class. The class can include a scalar payload, but is also provided with container-like properties to represent arrays and clusters: it can therefore represent any LabVIEW™ data type. A glance at Figure 3 shows that:

- All C++ classes developed for handling GXML data can inherit from a ROOT `TObject`, so they can be constructed and used in the interactive ROOT shell.
- Data arrays can also be represented by a specialised `LVArrayData` subclass. While the base `LVTCusterData` class has the ability to represent array data types, it stores array contents
as a vector of LVTClusterData. On the other hand, LVTArrayData uses the ordinary, contiguous memory area storage for arrays and can therefore be made to point to existing array or std::vector storage, avoiding unnecessary memory copies. For increased data transfer efficiency (see Section 7) LVTArrayData can be serialised and deserialised in a compressed text format, in addition to the standard GXML format.

Figure 3. Inheritance graphs for the C++ support library allowing to code, decode, convert and transfer AEgIS DAQ data atoms. The LVTCluster class represents any object that can be expressed as a Cluster in LabVIEW™, and has the ability to serialise itself into GXML. IPv6-compatible classes to exchange data atoms via either TCP or UDP (including multicast) allow to assemble any needed data transport channel. All classes can (via a compile-time option) inherit from a ROOT TObject and be used from the interactive ROOT shell.

The remainder of the C++ library is used to transfer LVTClusters across the network. It includes base transmitter and receiver classes and their specialisation for TCP and UDP transfer. The UDP classes support multicast transfer. All network code is IPv6 compliant. While LVTClusters can serialise themselves in GXML format, the de-serialisation code is kept in the network receiver class to avoid bringing in unnecessary dependencies from the external XML library used for XML parsing (see Section 7 for details). The receiver class is also able to cast received data into a semantically equivalent ROOT TTree format for long-term storage and subsequent data analysis.

The main users of the C++ library are:

(i) The core data logging executable. It is run in multiple instances to handle run and monitoring data for various subsystems: GXML data received by threads (serving one TCP and/or UDP port each) is parsed and converted into ROOT TTrees. These are continuously saved to disk (via TTree::AutoSave("saveself")).

(ii) The executable that is run on a VME embedded processor for front-end data collection via VMEbus (more details in Section 5).

4. LabVIEW library

Turning to the LabVIEW™ side of the design, while the basic code to serialise and deserialise data in GXML format is provided and maintained by National Instruments [5], we needed to:
• Add integrated VIs for network data transfer (a quick review of these is shown in Figure 4). Data can also be retrieved from the experiment long-term storage by querying a dedicated web server over HTTP.

• Work around performance shortcomings of the 32-bit LabVIEW™ memory allocator by developing a few Windows DLLs and executables to accelerate data conversion. More details on this specific issue can be found in Section 7.

Figure 4. Fundamental LabVIEW™ Virtual Instruments for data atom exchange. They can be seen as equivalent to the C++ classes shown in Figure 3

One of the most noticeable practical advantages of building the DAQ design around the native LabVIEW™ data representation lies probably in the ease of sending data from any piece of code run by LabVIEW™ anywhere on the experiment network, including National Instrument embedded real-time processors running on the front-end. As long as data is tagged by a unique name, it can simply be connected to the appropriate VI and sent to the applicable TCP or UDP port for either run-data taking or long-term, continuous experiment monitoring. An example of how data can be sent to the DAQ is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Sending a LabVIEW™ Cluster to the DAQ via TCP.

As the main run-control functions can also be driven from LabVIEW™, the palette of experiment-specific VIs was completed with run start/stop/status blocks (interacting with the main DAQ control node over the network).

5. DAQ front-end components
The complete data flow for the experiment, leveraging all components described so far, is shown in Figure 6. The system includes so far three categories of front-end equipment:

(i) Regular PCs running any operating system, sending data either via the LabVIEW™ or the C++ support libraries.
(ii) CERN-supported VME PCs. After a few years on an EL Pool Concurrent Technologies VP110, we are currently running a VP717, also by Concurrent Technologies. Low-level code to drive respectively the Tundra Universe II or TSI148 VME bridge was inherited by the ATLAS TDAQ project at CERN [6], extracted from the ATLAS environment and adapted for AEgIS. All data-taking chores can so far be handled by running one 3-thread process that gathers data on VMEbus and sends it out through one 1 Gbit/s Ethernet interface with the help of the C++ library described in Section 3.

(iii) Various Run-Time processors manufactured by National Instruments and running LabVIEW RT™ natively. All VIs developed for the experiment (and the reference GXML library) are compatible with LabVIEW RT™.

6. Web-based run control and data monitor

All data acquired by the AEgIS DAQ system end up on disk in the form of ROOT files containing a number of TTrees, each representing a collection of data atoms unwound into ROOT native data types (object storage is used for std::vector<std::string>s only). This includes calibration data, physics run data as well as data from continuous apparatus monitoring. Alongside analysis code accessing directly the ROOT files, data are also served through an HTTP server. A custom back-end serves queries for specific data series by properly accessing and decoding stored ROOT files. This service is accessed by three classes of clients:

(i) LabVIEW™ code, where a VI is provided to retrieve and reconstitute data in the original data cluster format.

(ii) A Javascript data browser with simple stripchart display capabilities. Generated graphs can be annotated and sent directly to the experiment ELOG [7] server.

(iii) DAQ front-end C/C++ code requiring access to the calibration data.

Long-term preservation of the acquired data is granted by staging files into the EOS [8] and CASTOR [9] systems at CERN. The current production of about half a TB of compressed data.
7. Lessons learned and conclusions

While the system described so far has been running and acquiring data continuously over the experiment lifetime (interrupted only by the occasional power outage), a few operational issues required adjustments to the implementation. We recollect them here for future memory:

- While the need to transfer large \(\mathcal{O}(10^6)\) numeric members) arrays from LabVIEW™ to the DAQ did not emerge clearly at the time of system requirement collection, it imposed itself as a need at data-taking time. This required two corrections:

  (i) Most of the LabVIEW™ installations in the experiment are running the 32-bit package version. This includes a custom memory allocator that displays poor performance when copying arrays. As an update of LabVIEW™ was ruled out for fear of regression issues, alternative ways to funnel array data to the DAQ had to be explored. In addition to the native GXML code, both a custom Windows DLL (C-language source, to be invoked within a “Call Library Function” node) and a standalone executable were developed. The latter was needed because the most effective technique to avoid bottlenecks in LabVIEW™ was found to be dumping data on disk in “LabVIEW SpreadSheet” format and invoking an external executable to convert and transmit them.

  (ii) For these very large arrays, the default GXML representation of data is too verbose and data bloating is excessive. So an additional transfer format (i.e. compressed, base64-encoding of the array contents) was added into the system to handle large array data only. This led to the addition of a specialised class to model arrays in the C++ library (see Section 3).

- In order to limit the set of code dependencies, we initially based the (G)XML parsing code on the Root::TDOMParser class packaged with ROOT. To achieve acceptable performance under real data-taking conditions we had to replace this with RapidXML [10].

Applying these corrections, the DAQ system ran continuously for apparatus monitoring and for all data-taking campaigns so far. We were happy to have settled on one common format for all data, for having bridged cultural gaps by settling on a minimal set of well understood technologies (LabVIEW™ and ROOT) and for the flexibility achieved both in network transport arrangement and in data schema update/extension. These needs were addressed satisfactorily by the design we exposed.
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